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Abstract: The atmosphere over the Atlantic Ocean is highly impacted by human activities on
the surrounding four major continents. Globally, human activity creates significant burdens for
the sustainability of key Earth systems, pressuring the planetary boundaries of environmental
sustainability. Here, we propose a science-based integrated approach addressing linked science and
policy challenges in the North Atlantic. There is a unique combination of ongoing anthropogenic
changes occurring in the coupled atmosphere–ocean environment of the region related to climate,
air and water quality, the biosphere and cryosphere. This is matched by a unique potential for the
societies that surround the North Atlantic to systematically address these challenges in a dynamic
and responsive manner. Three key linked science-policy challenges to be addressed as part of
this proposed integrated regional approach are: (1) understanding physical and dynamic changes,
(2) sustaining human and ecosystem health and (3) reducing existing knowledge gaps on the carbon
budget and the Earth’s energy balance. We propose a North Atlantic multidisciplinary scientific
assessment system and observation network to address these thematic challenges. We propose to
build on and link with the existing research activities and observational networks and infrastructures
to specifically address the key North Atlantic challenges that encompass a range of policy areas. This
will strengthen the institutional response to weather, climate, environmental and ecological threats
and reduce societal risk.

Keywords: observation; North Atlantic; integration; atmospheric composition; climate change

1. Introduction

The planetary boundaries concept is a scientific articulation of the collective and
linked challenges that face world governments in managing shared resources and systems
in a manner that avoids large-scale disruption of economic and societal stability [1]. It has
gained traction with public policy makers as well as in academic circles. It has provided a
focus for debate and engagement with advocates of integrated responses, under the main
Multilateral Environmental Conventions. Yet, the concept is lacking in tangible connec-
tions and has made limited progress in linking structures designed to address specific
challenges at regional scales [2]. At a policy level, a series of Multilateral Environmental
Agreements (MEAs) were adopted during the second half of the 20th century to address
various climate and atmospheric environmental issues. Atmospheric protection has been
well served by three MEAs—the UNECE Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air
Pollution (CLRTAP), the Vienna Convention for Protection of the Ozone Layer and the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The UNFCCC was one of the three
Rio Conventions opened for signatures at the UN Rio Earth Summit in 1992. The other two
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Rio Conventions are the UN Convention on Biological Diversity and the Convention to
Combat Desertification. Policy links between these three conventions are articulated under
the UN Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD); most recently as the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).

A range of scientific assessment and observation support systems have developed to
inform and support the implementation of the three MEAs. These include the evolution
of a number of environmental measurement communities: The World Meteorological Or-
ganisation’s Global Atmospheric Watch Programme (WMO GAW), which is mandated to
reduce environmental risks to society and meet the requirements of environmental conven-
tions, strengthen capabilities to predict climate, weather and air quality and contribute to
scientific assessments in support of environmental policy; GCOS, which monitors Essential
Climate Variables (ECVs) under the UNFCCC; EMEP, which provides sound scientific
support to the CLRTAP by collecting air pollution emission data via quality-controlled
measurement network and modelling of atmospheric transport and deposition; AGAGE,
which has been augmenting the WMO GAW by measuring non-CO2 greenhouse gases and
ozone-depleting chemicals (ODCs) to ensure compliance with the Montreal Protocol of the
Vienna Convention.

Many scientific and organisational partnerships exist between the atmospheric obser-
vations communities. However, we have yet to see an integrated, unifying approach to
assessing our knowledge of the interactions and feedbacks between changing atmospheric
composition and the Earth system globally. Regionally, there has been a successful ongoing
effort under the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program (AMAP) to do this for the
Arctic since 1991 (https://www.amap.no/ (accessed 20 July 2021). In contrast, for the
North Atlantic region, an integrated approach to assessment of aggregated policy measures
on atmospheric protection and the Earth system is not facilitated within existing structures
and frameworks.

The Earth exists as a complex, synergistic organism in which components and pro-
cesses are interdependent and self-regulating in response to changes [3]. The atmosphere
cannot be considered as a distinct entity, but as a realm that is fundamentally and intrin-
sically connected to all components of the Earth system. Understanding the impacts of
changes and the implications of atmospheric protection strategies requires integration
of advanced, sustained measurements that allow the analyses needed to gain a better
understanding of interactions and feedbacks and better early warnings for environmental
events necessary to address interconnected societal and environmental challenges [4].

Here, we propose the development of an international regional forum to assess inte-
grated environmental threats related to atmospheric compositional changes in the North
Atlantic region as has been achieved for the Arctic. This North Atlantic forum will focus
on addressing the fundamental scientific issues and key uncertainties that are central to
environmental policy areas, thus providing a tangible focus for the planetary boundaries
concept in the context of the region.

The North Atlantic focus here is necessitated by the combination of ongoing changes
occurring in the region, the significant vulnerabilities owing to the geographic and socio-
demographic characteristics of the region and, particularly, the unique capacity of areas
that surround the North Atlantic to systematically address these challenges in a dynamic
and responsive manner. Three linked science-based thematic policy challenge areas to be
assessed by the forum are identified.

1. Understanding physical and dynamic changes; including the sea-level rise, cryosphere
loss in the Arctic and Greenland, changes and trends in the major Atlantic currents
with particular attention on the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC)
and the regional tele-connections between weather and climate systems.

2. Human and ecosystem health, including the chemical fluxes and pathways that
determine the regional atmospheric composition, e.g., atmospheric ozone concen-
trations, Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs), carbonaceous species and inorganic
compounds, and the influences of periodic large-scale biophysical events such Saha-
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ran dust plumes from North Africa as well as biogenic emissions from natural and
managed systems.

3. Constraining carbon budget ranges for global temperature increments through reduc-
ing uncertainty on factors determining the Earth system energy balance represents a
major challenge, as identified in the UNFCCC Paris Agreement. Quantification of the
relationship between global climate sensitivity and the increased retention of energy
in the climate system is central to estimation of carbon budgets that are compatible
with the temperature goal established in the Paris Agreement. However, uncertainty
in estimation of carbon budgets reduces the policy effectiveness of limiting warming
by curbing emissions [5]. Much of the associated uncertainty in radiative forcing is
linked to the direct and indirect (cloud) effects of aerosols, the radiative properties
of carbonaceous aerosols and atmosphere–surface gas exchanges that influence the
carbon budget. The North Atlantic is uniquely situated to determine the impacts of a
range of aerosol types on energy fluxes as well as alterations to biogeochemical cycles
that influence the carbon budget. A reduction in the uncertainties surrounding these
processes requires the planned development of a network of linked high-precision
in situ and remote observations, tailored to integrate analysis of emissions, air/sea
exchange, transport and atmospheric processing of a range of aerosol types and gases
as well as their impacts on carbon budgets and energy/radiative transfer.

Advancement of these three objectives would be achieved through the establishment
and maintenance of an Integrated Atmosphere/Ocean Observing/Modelling System and
a forum to assess the changing state of the atmosphere. The aim of the proposed forum
is to address key science-policy challenges in an integrated manner using the assets and
resources that are available in the region, by building on and enhancing existing measure-
ment and research communities, thus developing the North Atlantic region as a large-scale
platform to explore and resolve key uncertainties in these areas as well as the inter-related
feedbacks. This platform would assist in improving weather prediction and climate pro-
jections, including projections of sea-level rise. It would focus on the key thresholds and
tipping points that are unique to this region and specifically the stability of the AMOC,
the Greenland ice shelf, the seasonal loss of arctic ice cover as well as the future impact of
tropical cyclones in the south of the region. A key product would be regular dissemination
of findings with an emphasis on communicating outputs relevant for the generation of
cross-cutting environmental policy.

The need to strengthen the in situ, sustained observational capacity of Essential
Climate Variables (ECVs) has been previously highlighted [6,7]. Although there currently
exists interaction and collaboration between the various measurement communities serving
the North Atlantic region, geographical measurement gaps remain (See Figure 5.1 in ACE20
report [8]) which propagate to gaps in scientific understanding of environmental processes
and hence the potential impacts of environmental change. Possible mitigation options
are not well elucidated [9]. Furthermore, many existing sites struggle to secure sustained
funding that is fundamental to the functioning of surface-based observing networks [8].

An integrated, robust observational system will require coordinated investment to fill
in this observational gap and to establish the integrated analysis and assessment platform
which will build on existing activities and structures that have been established under the
international bodies including the conventions and their support-structures. The platform
will incorporate the emerging European Research Infrastructures (ESFRIs) ICOS, ACTRIS,
and IAGOS, which, respectively, monitor GHGs, atmospheric aerosols and reactive gases
and a suite of aerosols and gases using commercial aircraft. These ESFRIs were developed
closely in tandem, collaborate on data interoperability and are working on further integra-
tion [10], hence are well positioned to contribute to integrate assessment. The proposed
platform would also work across global remote sensing programmes including the flagship
Earth Observation Programme Copernicus, NOAA and NASA. Satellite measurement tech-
nology is continuously and rapidly advancing, yet in situ measurements are required not
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only for advanced data-fusion products, but for ground-truthing - the backbone necessary
for the underpinning of space-borne remote sensing.

2. Societal and Scientific Context

Over 40% of the population live in coastal regions in both EU-27 regions and the
US [11,12]. Coastal regions are major economic, societal and cultural centres which have
developed and evolved over millennia, major coastal cities and population centres thrive
as major economic centres, enhanced by the development of recreational and tourism
facilities. These developments are contingent on access to a safe, healthy and thriving
environment and the continued stability of weather and climate systems. Populations
in proximity to the coast are disproportionally vulnerable to the effects of the changing
Atlantic region, with significant implications for human health and well-being as well as
societal and economic implications.

The North Atlantic Ocean spans an area in excess of 41 million km2, stretching from
Newfoundland to North Africa and Latin America, connecting four major continents,
including two of the most developed regions in the world: the USA/Canada and Europe.
It contains unique areas with major regional and global influences; dust from the Sahara
Desert is advected across the Atlantic to the Amazon, replenishing the stores of phospho-
rous necessary to sustain the vitality of the great Rain Forests of Latin America [13,14]. The
Atlantic is bound in the north by the Arctic Eurasian Basin and surrounds the massive
Greenland ice sheet, the existence of which is under threat from climate change and holds
enough water to cause 7.4 m of sea-level rise (SLR) [15]. The oceans are a sink for 40%
of anthropogenic CO2 emitted to the atmosphere [5,6] and they absorb over 90% of the
additional energy being trapped by addition of anthropogenic GHGs. Increasing ocean
temperature leads to sea-level rise and ocean acidification.

Large-scale ocean currents redistribute heat added to the surface ocean. In the
North Atlantic, the AMOC is a primary driver of ocean circulation, regulating regional
climate on both sides of the Atlantic, modulating carbon sequestration and interacting
with atmospheric circulation patterns marked notably by the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) and the Arctic Oscillation (AO). The AO determines the strength of the polar vortex
which affects stratospheric ozone depletion [16]. The multidecadal climate variability in
the North Atlantic is driven by the AMOC and the sea-surface temperature-based Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), the two climatic cycles interacting with each other [17,18].
The AMO has a major societal impact, influencing regional weather events, e.g., Sahel
rainfall [19], European precipitation [20], North Atlantic hurricanes [21] and temperature
variations [22,23]. It is influenced by the NAO [24]. These periodic circulation patterns
all represent different aspects of the physical dynamical aspects of the Atlantic that influ-
ence and are influenced by climate and hence, a robust understanding of these regional
climate patterns and air–sea interactions is vital in order to assess the state of our changing
climate [6,25].

Many global environmental changes and trends are first evident, and in some cases,
amplified in the North Atlantic region, which render the region vulnerable to further
environmental change. These changes manifest over a range of timescales. Changes occur-
ring due to elevated CO2 emissions are essentially irreversible over century to millennial
time scales [26]. Atmospheric observations and scientific assessment in recent decades
have provided significant enhancement in our understanding of Earth-system processes
affecting the environment. There now exists an opportunity to take advantage of existing
structures to integrate atmospheric observations over the North Atlantic to advance our
understanding of drivers and consequences of atmospheric change in terms of the three
science-policy thematic challenges identified above.
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3. Science-Policy Thematic Challenges
3.1. Physical and Dynamic Changes

In recent decades, the pace of Arctic warming has exceeded model predictions and
warming observed in other regions—this is referred to as the Arctic amplification (AA)
of climate change. The accelerated warming is variable over decadal timescales, strongly
correlated with the AMO [27]. AA has been attributed to both atmospheric response to
radiative forcing [28] and changes in seasonal sea-ice cover and thickness of sea ice [29].
The fate of sea ice is strongly coupled to dominant atmospheric circulation patterns in-
fluencing the Northern Hemisphere: the Arctic Oscillation (AO), which modulates the
polar vortex, affecting weather patterns over the Northern Hemisphere, and the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) [30–32]. Variations of the AO and NAO strongly affect the
regional climate of the North Atlantic [33] and have significant consequences for society
and the environment [34]. The NAO has been shown to modulate the Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation (AMOC), which plays a significant role in cross-equatorial heat
distribution [35–37], sequestering both heat anomalies and carbon to the deep ocean inte-
rior, thus regulating global temperature and the carbon cycle. Modifications to the AMOC
would affect the AMO, which would again influence AA [27].

The AMOC has been weakening in recent years and is predicted to further decelerate
in a changing climate [38,39], exacerbated by stronger Arctic warming. The weakening
occurs due to freshwater inflow, which reduces the salinity gradient that drives the AMOC.
Recent studies have shown that the inflow of freshwater supresses downward, mixing by
forming a barrier layer that prevents surface fluxes. This leads to an anomalously warm
surface layer beneath the surface cap, which becomes buoyant, further weakening the
AMOC [40]. The AMOC slowdown impedes the delivery of warmer waters to the mid
latitudes, leading to a decline in sea and air surface temperature in the NA region known
as the “Cold Blob” or the North Atlantic Warming Hole [41]. Furthermore, a slowing
AMOC has been implicated in sea-level rise (SLR) in the Mediterranean Sea [42] and on
the Eastern coast of the US [43], with devastating effects on low-lying coastal communities
in the mid-Atlantic region [44]. There has been major loss of the Greenland ice shelf with
climate change, where observations show an increase in coastal temperatures in Greenland
of 4.4◦ from 2009 to 2019, with each 1 ◦C of summer warming leading to 116 × 109 tonne
mass loss from ice sheet per annum [45]. Along with thermal expansion, disintegrating ice
sheets and melting glaciers have contributed to global SLR of 19 cm since 1900 [46].

Vulnerabilities of the North Atlantic

The North Atlantic is susceptible to physical and dynamical changes owing to its
shared interface with the rapidly changing Arctic region and the Greenland ice shelf, which
has experienced a 5-fold increase in the ice loss rate since 1992, contributing to a mean SLR
of 10 mm [47]. These changes propagate to the dominant North Atlantic circulation patterns,
which have profound impacts on both global and regional climate systems [48], affecting
the rate of glacial retreat on the Greenland ice shelf, sea-ice melt rates, sea level and ocean
salinity, biogeochemical processes and distribution of marine ecosystems [49,50], changes
in terrestrial CO2 sink [51], strength of the polar vortex and stratospheric cooling [52],
and the coupling between the patterns can lead to feedbacks that could lead to tipping
points, as has been identified in the Barents Sea [53]. Reaching this tipping point would
greatly accelerate arctic sea-ice reduction, with implications for Atlantic circulation patterns
and ecosystems, species distribution and commercial activities. It is very likely that the
AMOC will weaken over the coming decades under increased radiative forcing due to the
relentless rise of GHGs [54]. Modelling studies indicate that AMOC–AMO interactions are
perturbed by anthropogenic forcing [55], with recent studies suggesting the AMO to be
entirely caused by external anthropogenic and volcanic forcing [56].

The winter-time North Atlantic climate system is subject to mid-latitudinal westerly
winds and storminess, which subject North American and European coastlines to extreme
winds and associated coastal risks. The North Atlantic storm intensities and tracks are
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modulated by the atmospheric and oceanic modes of variability, the NAO, the AMOC
and the AMO [21,57,58]. The risk of severe storms will increase in the future for the North
Atlantic and northern, north-western and central Europe with considerable economic and
societal impact [57].

Quantification of future sea-level rise is still uncertain. There is an upper estimate of
2.4 m rise by 2100 [58,59], posing considerable challenges for the densely populated regions
on both sides of the Atlantic which will become increasingly vulnerable to coastal city
flooding and environmental deterioration, with a unique 1000 km hotspot on the North
American coast [60].

The observed weakening of the AMOC affects ocean-heat transport to the Atlantic
and Artic [61] and carbon sequestration and ocean acidification [62], with significant
implications for marine biota as well as the global carbon budget. The AMOC consumes
over 70% of the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in the entire Atlantic [63].

Perturbations to the AMOC will have compound impacts on the carbon cycle, with
positive and negative feedbacks, the net effect of which are as of yet unknown [64–66].
Paleoclimatic periods defined by weakening AMOC have been shown to perturb atmo-
spheric CO2 from both oceanic and terrestrial sources within centuries following the AMOC
perturbation [67], which will further affect radiative forcing.

3.2. Human and Ecosystem Health

Changes to the regional atmospheric composition have direct and indirect implication
for human health, altering or contaminating ecosystem operations via ambient exposure
and deposition of atmospheric constituents [68,69]. Seasonal loss of upper atmosphere
ozone increases exposure to damaging UV radiation [70], as observed in spring 2020 [71].
Transport of hemispheric-scale pollutants such as ground-level ozone, POPs and black
carbon (BC) have impacts on human health and the vitality of ecosystems. Key uncer-
tainties exist in these biophysical and chemical systems and pathways due to changes to
natural and managed terrestrial systems as well as the impacts of large-scale natural and
anthropogenic emissions.

The CLRTAP has significantly contributed to formation of international legal instru-
ments to protect the atmosphere and reduce the harmful effect of air pollution on the
environment, the collective effort reducing emissions of harmful pollution by 40–80% since
1990 in Europe [72]. A reduction in sulphur-containing compounds has promoted the
growth of healthy forest and soils, relevant for food security and emission reduction has
reduced deposition of acidic compounds to levels below critical loads. Figure 1 shows
the non-sea salt sulphate measured at Mace-Head fitted over exponential fit applied to
non-sea salt sulphate measured at Valentia over a 35 year period (95% confidence band of
exponential fit).

Despite the success of the CLRTAP, air pollution remains a global problem. Over
90% of the global population breathe polluted air, ambient air pollution causing an excess
of 4 million deaths annually [73]. Smoke from wildfires can inject significant plumes or
emissions including black carbon (BC) into the atmosphere to high altitudes, whereby it
can be transported over hemispheric scales [74], affecting the radiative budget. Long-range
transport of smoke has also been positively correlated with cardiopulmonary hospitali-
sations and deaths, the ageing that smoke particles undergo during transport increasing
the oxidative capacity and hence the toxic health effects [75] and wildfire smoke has been
identified as a pollution source that is highly impactful on human health, in comparison
with other sources of fine particles [76]. North American wildfire emissions transported
across the North Atlantic have been detected in Western Europe [77–79], and potential
health effects are not elucidated, yet it has been suggested that carbonaceous aerosols are
among the most toxic particulate air pollutants [80].
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Figure 1. Sulphur air pollution trends. Non-sea salt sulphate aerosol (nss-SO4) PM10, in the period
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Head with the 95% confidence bands of an exponential trend curve fitted to non-sea-salt sulphate
measured at Valentia Observatory over the time period superimposed; Figure reproduced from
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Vulnerabilities of the North Atlantic

Western Europe is subject to elevated ozone levels due to the transatlantic transport of
anthropogenic ozone, contributing on average 5 ppb to background surface ozone, up to
10–20 ppb during transatlantic transport events [81]. Ozone is an atmospheric pollutant
with adverse effects on vegetation and human health. In 2018, over one-third of EU citizens
were exposed to ozone levels exceeding EU limits [82]. Despite ozone being a major focus
of the Task Force on the Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution (HTAP), there is major
uncertainty regarding simulated surface ozone levels in global models [83]. Despite tighter
controls on ozone precursors in recent decades, there has been an overall increase in ozone
levels in the mid to upper troposphere of the northern hemisphere in recent decades [84],
influenced by teleconnections with dynamic transport and atmospheric circulation patterns
and modes of climate variability including the AO [85], the NAO [86,87] and stratospheric
circulation patterns [88].

Dust clouds that are formed over deserts in conditions of strong winds can also
reach high latitudes and undergo long-range transport. Dust deposition to the North
Atlantic is nearly entirely of Saharan origin [68] and this deposited dust plays a huge role in
nutrient cycling and hence ocean biogeochemistry [13,68] and may have significant health
implications [89]. Air pollution levels observed over urban coastal areas often exceed those
observed over neighbouring landmass [90]. The deposition rate of nitrogen species to
the ocean in 4–5-fold higher than preindustrial levels [68] and the deposition of excess
nutrient loadings to the ocean compromises water quality and has a negative impact on
ocean physiochemical and biogeochemical processes, leading to eutrophication, toxic agal
blooms. This in turn has devastating consequences for ocean biodiversity, aquatic life and
ecosystems [91–95], with considerable societal and economic impact. As the planetary
boundary for nitrogen and biodiversity have already been breached, nitrogen deposition
represents a significant vulnerability for the North Atlantic region [1].
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3.3. Reduce Knowledge Gaps on the Global Carbon Budget and the Earth’s Energy Balance

As outlined in Section 3.1, the North Atlantic is a fundamental component of the Earth
system, a stage on which many key processes are played out that affect ocean circulation,
ecosystem health, climate of the surrounding continents and the global carbon budget. It
is important, therefore, to understand the energy budget of the North Atlantic which is a
fundamental component of the Earth system. Much attention has been given to the Arctic
region because of dramatic changes in the Arctic Ocean ice implications for North Atlantic
circulation patterns and the connection to global climate change.

The energy balance in the North Atlantic region is affected by the GHG levels over
the Atlantic Ocean, and despite concerted political efforts to curb emissions since the
establishment of the UNFCCC in the 1990s, Figure 2 (Left) shows the relentless rise of
CO2 sampled at observation stations surrounding the North Atlantic taken from NOAA’s
Carbon Cycle Greenhouse Gas network of surface flasks measurements. Figure 2 (Right)
shows the trends for both CO2 and CH4 taken at Mace Head Global GAW supersite. Global
CH4 emissions have come under scrutiny owing to sharp rise in methane levels since
2007 [96–98] after stabilising somewhat in the 1990s and the early 2000s, reasons for which
are not yet well understood [99] but stabilisation of methane levels in the late 20th century
prior to a sharp rise may be attributable to changes in methane emissions from fossil
fuels extraction and combustion [100]. The current observed CH4 mixing ratios surpass
those in the IPCC’s Representative Concentration Pathway(RCP) 4.5, which projects global
temperatures up to 2.6 ◦C by 2100 [101], posing a challenge for the realisation of the Paris
Agreement goals to limit the impacts of irreversible climate change due to anthropogenic
radiative forcing [99].
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of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Data available at the NOAA Global Monitoring Laboratory.

Atmospheric carbon is the key player instrumental in anthropogenic radiative forcing,
as shown in Figure 3. Recent ocean flux measurements suggest that the oceanic carbon sink
has been underestimated and there is a need for revision of the global carbon budget [102].

The Arctic region is very sensitive to aerosol forcing from remote sources, with a
particularly large Arctic response to BC perturbations [103–107]. Estimating the effect of
BC on radiative forcing represents a major challenge. The radiative properties of BC are
strongly influenced by the ageing state and mixing state of the compound, which can be
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highly heterogenous and the uncertainty regarding the influence of BC on RF is large [108],
with large empirical scaling factors being applied to BC emissions in global models in order
to match observed aerosol absorption optical depth absorption [109]. This uncertainty
will only be reduced by way of coordinated synoptic measurements with adequate spatial
and temporal resolution. Owing to the sensitivity of the Arctic to BC, observations should
include isotope measurements of elemental carbon and organic carbon should be made
using thermal or thermal-optical analysis to enable the determination of reactive light
absorption coefficients (AAC) of reported BC [110] and verification and validation of
sources [111]. The current models used to estimate the radiative absorption properties of
BC are in need of refinement [112] and a reduction in the current uncertainty in the size
distribution of emitted BC is essential to evaluate the radiative effects of BC [113,114]. The
deposition of BC on snow also causes positive radiative forcing, accelerating snowmelt
and contributes to Arctic warming [115,116]. The spatial distributions of BC concentrations
in the Artic are highly sensitive to the anthropogenic emission flux. Estimation of the
warming impact of BC on the Arctic requires a comprehensive understanding of the
emission, transport, size distribution and ageing of BC that only be achieved by integrated
measurement networks comprising remote and advanced in situ measurements.

The indirect effect is still a major unknown in climate models [117], and the role of
marine bioaerosols in cloud formation remains a large uncertainty [118]. The role of marine
aerosols in cloud formation is dependent on aerosol composition and size, and hence a
robust understanding of aerosol formation processes is necessary to quantify radiative
changes in the marine environment.

Vulnerabilities of the North Atlantic

The relentless rise in GHGs around the North Atlantic as shown in Figure 2 will
continue to perturb the radiation budget in the region. Furthermore, the North Atlantic is
home to one of the most productive seasonal phytoplankton blooms in the world [119–122].
The North Atlantic is subject to deposition of Saharan dust, as mentioned above, which
interacts with ocean primary productivity and hence biogeochemical cycling, influencing
atmospheric CO2 and radiative forcing, with studies implicating dust deposition in the
suppression of atmospheric CO2 and, in turn, influencing atmospheric radiative forcing
at a regional scale [123–125]. The magnitude of this feedback is not yet known, as model
estimates of dust deposition to the ocean vary by an order of magnitude, and so the fraction
of iron dust involved in ocean fertilisation is highly uncertain [126].

Marine aerosols play a significant role in aerosol load and hence albedo and climate,
with phytoplankton blooms playing a key role in the aerosol–cloud–climate feedback
system [127,128]. The presence of organic matter in aerosols significantly alters CCN
properties [129,130], applying a seasonality to the marine CCN budget. CCN in the
pristine environment can be affected by long-range transport of pollutants, which may have
significant enhancing effect on dimming [131]. Hence, decreasing levels in background
aerosol levels would lead to brightening [132], but the interactions between aerosols, clouds
and the energy budget are complex and non-linear. For example, the presence of sea spray
in CCN can disproportionately affect cloud albedo compared to the presence of sulphate,
yet the magnitude of the effect depends on the ratio of sulphate to sea spray aerosol and
meteorological conditions [133].

A recent review of aerosol indirect forcing effects on North Atlantic Sea Surface
Temperature (NASST) concludes that at least two-thirds of the NASST response in an
Earth system model is associated with aerosol–cloud interactions, highlighting the need
to better understand them [134]. Additionally, a dynamical response of the fully coupled
atmosphere–ocean system to changes in the aerosol pattern was evident. This result is
consistent with CMIP6 Climate Models [135]. Results from this study suggest that the
continued decrease in anthropogenic aerosol emissions in the interest of air quality will
reinforce GHG-induced AMOC weakening in recent decades. The aerosol indirect effect in
the North Atlantic especially needs further investigation for more complete understanding
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of our climate system and the knowledge gap will be closed only by continued study
of interactions and feedbacks between the ocean and the atmosphere that are facilitated
by sustained measurements with advanced atmospheric probing instrumentation for
aerosols, clouds, and short-lived gas-phase species, including in situ and remote sensing
measurements at key strategic sites. The Arctic region is susceptible to rapid changes
in response to changes to the radiative properties in the atmosphere, which will lead to
physical and biogeochemical changes in the North Atlantic, with major consequences.
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4. Potential Cross-Thematic Benefits of Integrated Assessment System and
Monitoring Network

The three science-policy issues pertaining to atmospheric composition can be viewed
as distinct environmental challenges facing the North Atlantic region, an integrated as-
sessment of the atmospheric composition and changes would enable an aggregated, co-
beneficial policy response addressing each thematic challenge. Integrated assessment
requires sustained monitoring of the circulation patterns, radiative parameters, atmo-
spheric composition and air–surface interactions in key strategic sites, as we propose here.

Air–sea–ice interactions play a key role in regulation of circulation patterns which
may profoundly influence climate, regional weather patterns and pollution, as well as the
carbon cycle. Quantification of uncertain and poorly constrained Earth system feedback
processes have been recognised as an important uncertainty in determining the carbon
budget [5]. Monitoring of atmosphere–ocean interactions via an integrated network would
allow for improved quantification of these feedbacks, which would lead to better constraint
of carbon budgets, enabling more effective policy to reach the goals of the UNFCCC Paris
Agreement. Further, changes to the energy balance that are influenced by the carbon
budget are intrinsically linked to the physical and dynamic changes observed in the
North Atlantic region, and so assessment of changes to the radiative balance will provide
insight into potential changes to the North Atlantic system, changes to the radiative
properties of the atmosphere serving as early-warning indicators for impending physical
and biogeochemical changes to the region and subsequent societal and economic impacts.

Monitoring of the radiation anomalies has been shown to offer a potential means to
improve the prediction of interannual Arctic sea ice variability [137], which influences
the dominant circulation patterns regulating the North Atlantic. The rapid timescales
of the AA response to anthropogenic forcing indicates potential of near-term climate
mitigation. The success of the Arctic council and the AMAP highlights the potential of
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targeted intergovernmental fora to address regional environmental protection and reduce
mortality caused by atmospheric pollution by catalysing air pollution abatement regulation
underpinned by robust, scientific analysis and comprehensive long-term datasets.

Owing to the sensitivity of the Arctic region to BC forcing, prediction of significant
changes in the Arctic and the Atlantic Ocean requires better understanding of emission
and transport of aerosols. Better quantification of BC transport will allow for improved
estimates of radiative forcing, with knock-on effects for sea-ice cover and North Atlantic
circulations, but also determination of positive health effects associated with targeted BC
policy [138]. Improved monitoring of BC transport can be facilitated by combined use of in
situ measurements as well as satellite- and ground-based remote sensing measurements.
Such integrated systems are complementary and can be used to elucidate vertical and spa-
tial aerosol and cloud distribution [139–141]. The role of ground-based instruments serves
not only to calibrate spaceborne data, but the fused data products comprising satellite and
ground-based information can allow identification of aerosol type and enable tracking
of long-range transport [142–146]. Such a system can be realised with investment in the
four existing Arctic sites that boast long-term time series of BC for maintenance and up-
grades [110]. the economic and social importance of such a system was demonstrated with
the Eyjafjallajökull Icelandic volcano eruption in April 2010, which caused the cancellation
of more than 100,000 flights, affecting 10 million passengers and incurring economic loss
exceeding €5 billion [147,148].

Atmospheric composition contributes to physical changes in the multidecadal climate
variability of the North Atlantic [23]; sea surface temperatures, and hence North Atlantic
climate variability, is influenced by changes to atmospheric composition from both natural
and anthropogenic sources [149,150]. Atmospheric aerosol cooling supresses tropical
cyclone activity [151], and significant anti-correlation between Saharan dust and tropical
cyclone activity in the North Atlantic [152], where studies have shown Saharan dust plumes
to affect environmental stability [153,154], yet causality has not been firmly established.

Regional climatic patterns also modulate dust export [155,156], which in turn affects
health, ecosystem, biogeochemistry, and radiative forcing in the North Atlantic region.
Currently, global models cannot adequately simulate the dust cycle, so dust impacts
represent an uncertainty in development of future scenarios. Model capacity is limited by
the lack of simultaneous, high-quality measurements of characterised aerosols necessary
for verification and development of model parameterisations [126,157]. There is a need for
more robust understanding of aerosol–cloud–radiation feedbacks to allow for decadal-scale
regional climate forcing and subsequent feedbacks [158–160], which could be facilitated
by the integrated monitoring and assessment of atmospheric constituents as proposed
here [134].

Tropospheric ozone is both a powerful GHG and a health, ecological and economic
concern as it is an agent of crop and vegetation damage. North Atlantic surface ozone
levels can be modulated by ocean productivity [161–163]. The current generation of
chemical transport models still exhibit strong inter-model differences in simulated ozone
mixing ratios, especially prevalent in spring time [83]. Owing to the vital role that ozone
plays in atmospheric chemistry, radiative forcing, human health, and the exacerbating
effect that a changing climate will have on air pollution problems (it is estimated that
the annual cost for climate-driven ozone deaths in the US will approach $7 ($10) billion
by 2050 and $18 ($26) billion by 2090 under RCP4.5 (RCP8.5) projections [164]), it is vital
that global models have the capacity to accurately simulate ozone mixing ratios. The
large range in surface atmospheric ozone concentrations between current models indicate
the need for better representation of ozone-regulating transport, atmospheric chemistry
and removal processes in our models. Improvement of the performance of atmospheric
chemical transport models in simulating ozone concentrations and budgets in the North
Atlantic requires more comprehensive vertical measurements of ozone and its precursors.
Atmospheric circulation patterns significantly affect surface ozone levels in the North
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Atlantic [86,165], where transport of elevated ozone levels in the marine boundary layer
has been previously observed [166–168].

As local air pollution sources have declined owing to the success of the unified global
effort of the CLRTAP, the contribution of long-range transported precursors to ozone levels
in Europe and North America has increased [169–171]. Models will not have the capacity
to accurately simulate intercontinental ozone transport without a clear understanding of
the processes that affect ozone formation and destruction in the marine boundary layer.
This understanding necessitates co-ordinated high-precision measurements in and around
the region [172].

5. Conclusions

The North Atlantic region is undergoing unprecedented changes which may have
major implications for the surrounding areas. It has been identified that while major
networks do serve the North Atlantic region (EMEP, GAW, IAGOS, AGAGE, ACTRIS,
ICOS, CAMS, NOAA, and NASA), key gaps exist in observation and analysis systems. To
address these issues, an international initiative to establish a North Atlantic multidisci-
plinary scientific assessment system and observation network is proposed. This initiative
envisages formation of a North Atlantic Atmospheric community, building on existing
research activities and observational networks and infrastructures, development of this
network would necessitate sustained investment in existing measurement sites. Long-term,
high-quality in-situ measurements provide the gateway to understanding of large-scale
atmospheric processes, laying the scientific foundation for effective policy required to
meet grand societal and environmental challenges. The need to sustain sites with core
measurement capabilities has been recognised in previous publications on both sides of
the Atlantic [8,173] and we reiterate the need here.

The objective of the proposed initiative is to address key science-policy challenges that
cross a range of thematic areas to better inform policy responses. One of the major chal-
lenges in responding to pressure applied to planetary boundaries is in outlining regional
or national responses to global-scale problems [2]. The creation of this North Atlantic
atmospheric community would greatly enhance the capacity to respond to multiscale,
cross-thematic environmental challenges. Atmospheric protection is enshrined in interna-
tional policy via three very successful but separate Multilateral Environmental Agreements
(MEAs)—the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which addresses
climate response to radiative forcing; the UN-ECE Convention of transboundary air pollu-
tion (CLRTAP), which addresses the issue of transboundary air pollution; and the Vienna
Convention for Protection of the Ozone Layer, which addresses stratospheric ozone depletion.

In this paper, the environmental issues/challenges highlighted for the North At-
lantic atmospheric region are described separately, whereas in the natural world, no such
separations exist. Analysis of comprehensive datasets comprising advanced aerosol mea-
surements, vertical profiling lidar capabilities, remote sensing data, GHGs, ozone precursor
measurements and air–surface fluxes would allow scientists to identify linked processes
and feedback loops [171], cross-cutting all three thematic science-policy challenges. We
have seen how policy targeting air pollution inadvertently led to an increase in solar radia-
tion reaching the Earth’s surface, i.e., solar brightening [132], and how aerosol reduction
can unmask warming events potentially harmful to ecosystems and human health [174].
Effective mitigation policy, simultaneously co-benefitting the range of environmental chal-
lenges in the North Atlantic can be delivered if supported by integrated assessment systems
of comprehensive, synoptic, high-quality measurements spanning the breadth of the re-
gion. The proposed integrated observation network will envelop existing measurement
communities, providing a forum to monitor changes that are occurring in the North At-
lantic atmosphere, assess the potential impacts of these changes and produce regularly
disseminated reports with tailored policy-relevant output to inform cost-effective measures
of environmental protection.
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Scientific output and a knowledge of best practice do not in themselves stimulate the
large-scale behavioural change that is necessary to achieve the UN Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals. Exploration of environmental issues via artistic media can illicit emotion in
a range of audiences powerful enough to evoke motivation for behavioural change [175].
It is recommended that the forum will engage with stakeholders across the scientific, so-
cial scientific, artistic and policy communities to explore the subject of the boundaries of
the atmosphere.

This initiative may possibly be developed from a political institutional level, as was the
Arctic Council, which has achieved considerable success in the identification of emerging
issues pertaining to the protection of the Artic environment and framing them with a view
to policy response [176]. The atmospheric initiative can be developed by coupling to the
coordinated Atlantic efforts of ocean community. The political will to support transatlantic
research efforts for ocean observation and protection was galvanised in the 2013 Galway
Statement, which has catalysed transatlantic research integration via the Atlantic Ocean
Research Alliance (AORA). Another option is establishment of an alliance for North
Atlantic integrated atmospheric research to complement the Ocean effort, but existing as
an independent framework with close coupling to AORA. This North Atlantic atmospheric
alliance could have an international membership of major research organisations supported
by a Secretariat in a prominent North Atlantic atmospheric-oriented country, following the
successful blueprint of the AMAP, whose Secretariat was hosted by Norway, who offered
to host the Secretariat, with combined institutional funding from North American and
European agencies.

The Copernicus Air Monitoring Service (CAMS) provides a unique integrating plat-
form for models, in situ measurements and satellite observations that could provide the
integrating framework necessary for a Transatlantic North-Atlantic initiative. It is strongly
connected with European Research Infrastructures focused on atmospheric observations
(ICOS, IAGOS, and ACTRIS). In addition, this could potentially be supported by joint
invitations to tender from CAMS, C3S and the Marine Monitoring Service.

Environmental stability has been compromised by anthropogenic activity from the
industrial revolution, to the globalist era of today. As globalisation has advanced, countries
are intimately connected, no longer separated by geography. Globalisation has evoked a
shared responsibility for environmental protection, as reflected by existing MEAs, yet we
are increasingly in danger of breaching the planetary boundaries which could result in
non-linear abrupt environmental change that would threaten the capacity of the Earth to
support life. Formulation of effective policy to prevent further transgression of planetary
boundaries requires increased understanding of Earth-system processes to predict the
multidisciplinary feedbacks and interactions that affect environmental stability. The North
Atlantic provides a unique stage to increase this understanding owing to its key role in
global climate regulation, the unique vulnerabilities of the region, the high level of seasonal
biological activity, and the existing capacity and infrastructure that could be leveraged and
developed into the proposed co-ordinated measurement network and multidisciplinary
assessment system to form a transatlantic alliance for the protection of the North Atlantic
atmosphere. An immediate next step towards the realisation of such an alliance is to
further engage with stakeholders, with a specific focus on policy and decision makers from
national agencies and governments on both sides of the Atlantic. Already, there has been
engagement from major networks listed above during a science strategy meeting. The next
step is to outline a two-year communications plan to engage key actors up to 2024.
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